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WHAT DO ALL THESE PEOPLE HAVE IN COMMON?

A biology teacher
assigns a lab report.

(

A second grade
teacher has her
students create a

class book about
their recent field

trip.

1 A fifth grade teacher
has her students prepare story

problems to share with each other
during math period.

A Xindergarten teacher writes
"winter words" on chart paper
as her students say them.

A high school

sociology teacher assigns a
research paper on the
impact of busing.

An art teacher
has his sophomore

painting students
prepare critiques
of each other's

projects.

A physical education

teacher requires her students
to prepare some guidelines
for a sound cardiovascular

exercise program.

An auto Mechanics teacher
requires his classes to ;

write to auto parts

dealers for spare parts.

A seventh grade geography
teacher assigns "pen pals" from
Yakima, Wash. His students write
to their pen pals and inquire

about Mt. St. Helen's,

A fourth grade teacher has his students interview
a parent or grandparent for a "backyard history"

unit in social studies.

THEY ALL USE WRITING IN THEIR CLASSROOMS!

1
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I. Frustrations of the Field

Since they are all teachers who use writing in their klassrooms,

they share common frustrations. Here are some familiar episodes.

*Mrs. Jones completes her spelling lesson for the day. The

next subject is history. As Billy is writing his history

lesson, he misspells a word that Mrs. Jones had taught him

only one half hour ago.

*A fourth grade teacher assigns a theme to her class. The

room is silent as writing progresses. The teacher notives

Sue staring at her empty page. "I can't think of anything

to say," she laments.

*Two identical reports are handed in to a sixth grade teacher.

Bach were copied from the same encyclopedia.
\

!

:.A biology teacher bemoans the fact that his students cannot

seem to write lab reports using complete Sentences.

Similar situations occur too often in many classrooms. lhis

is a working guide which will help all teachers get better writing

from their students. It focuses on the teacher's role in helping

students be krative while expressing themselves more clearly, con-

cisely, and accurately.

Research data regarding the teaching of writing is limited--

less than one tooth of all funded educational research (Craves, Igq0).

The strategies outlined in this guide are the results of many teachers

contributing what has worked in their classrooms.
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II. Pornt of View

Many teachers feel uncomfortable teaching writing; therefore,

writing is ofen avoided in their classrooms. This uneasiness may be

a result of insufficient college preparation, lack of writing practice

on the teacher's part, or disappointing results on student assignments.

Consequently, teachers tend to rocus on skills which can be objectively

taught and easily measured (i.e. usage, mechanics, and grammar).

Research, however, has raised serious questions about the relationship

of ;olated grammar instruction and progress in writing. In one study,

W. B. Elley reports on the hnpact of grammar instruction as follows:

"The good writers stayed good; the poor did not improve" (Riley, 1976).

Whenteachers shift their focus from mechanics, they view the

teaching of writing from a different perspective. WritinA becomes a

necessary communicative tool Which students use to organize thoughts

and effectively convey them to a specific audience.

This guide offers a simple three-step process with strategies

for teachers to follow whbn teaching writing. First, the guide

discusses how the teacher can more thoroughly "set the stage" during

the crucial pre-writing phase. Second, it shows how the teacher

actively participates in the composing phase, serving as an accessible

reference for students. Third, the guide outlines how the teacher

transfers responsibility to students for proofreading and revising

their own papers. Finally, the follow-up to these three steps includes

evaluation and delivery of the finished product to its intended

audience.
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Although the process may appear time-consuming, after doing

one or two assignments this way, teachers feel more comfortable using

it. Lnthusiastic teachers at all levels, in any content area, can

make this system work for thcm and their students. How teachers

benefit .from using the strategies outlined in bis guide? What are

the end:products of each phase?

Phase Benefits for Teachers/End-Products

Pre-Writing

Composing

*Students have a more thorough triderstand-

ing of the assignment.

*Students generate original ideas for

themselves.

*Students are prepared for the specific

requirements of each assignment *(i.e. form,

mechanics, vocabulary, etc.).

*Teachers are able to catch misunderstandin.s

before students are too far "off the track."

wreachers gain a better understanding of

students' thought processes.

*Teachers are involved during the creative

process.

Editing *Teachers use less red pencil because students

edit their works.

Teachers are satisfied with more accnrately

completed assignments.

*Students are more concerned with the quality

of their work when peers serve as one of their

audiences.

* Teachers take on positive roles as active

coordinators of successful learning experiew.vs.

4 9
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III. Every Teacher's Guide to Writing
9

This guide deprprts from the lofty realm of philosophy and focuses

on the "nuts and bolts" of the teacher's role in the writing process.

The four main headings in this section are: A) Pre-writing,

Composing, C) Editing, and D) Follow-up. Each heading includes

a discussion of Teacher's Role, Strategies and Examples. While this

part of the guide is not an all inclusive step by step list, it must

be pointed out that there are certain non-negotiable principles that

must be fiAlowed. These have been starred to draw attention to them.

Evaluation checklists ant; other more detailed examples are included in

later sections.

A. PRE-WEITING

In this crucial phase, the teacher sets the stage for the assign-

ment by providing motivation for writing, technical skills necessary

for the assignment, and help to students for generating their ideas.

1. Role Introduce/present assignment with clear expectations.

Strategies

*-Include all five elements in the assignment: subject, purpose,
speaker, audience, form.

Note: Giving students a specific audience provides strong motiva-
tion to write and a sense of real-world experience.

-Vary the elements to provide different writing options.

,5



cuhject Puronse Sneaker Audience Form

television persuade oneself oneself manuals

physical inform invented classmates directions

fitness entertain characters teacher letters

, Junk food describe historical parents essays

friends narrate characters community lists

inanimate ' invented captions

objects characters short

inanimate stories
objects plays

poetry

paragraphs
sentences

Note: Primary students could write to their best friends, listing
what they liked best about them. Shop students in an auto
mechanics class could write a one-page set of directions
on how to do a complete oil changefor students who have na
taken the class.

-Distribute a written copy of Coe assignment (may not pertain to

primary grade teacher).

-Provide an evaluation form. (See examples in appendix.)

2. Role Stimulate group thought processes and group sharing.

Strategies

-Provide experiences necessary for assignment (current class work,
movies, field trips, experiments, discussion of past experiences,
literature-- read or read-to, tapes, observation, overheads,

filmstrips, photos, records).

zIncludeitime for verbal student interaction (brainstorming, ques-
tioning listing, clarifying, talking, categorizing).

,

-Supply tools for organization when necessary,(See Data Chart in

Appen(Iix.)

3. Role *Provide models for students to follow.

-Present a model of the type of assignment you have given (lab
report, children's story, menu, research paper, poem). Model may

be a good or poor example. Use student work, teacher invention,

or professional source.

-Do the assignment yourself to provide a model. You can evaluate

yourownassignment this way.

1
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Note: Providing models is.very important! Good models do not
encourage "copying" or stifle creativity, Instead they
serve aS examples to stimulate students' thinking about
what they want to say and how they can say it.

4. Role Provide instruction in skills, concepts, and terminology
necessary for the assignment.

Strategies

*-Determine which skills are necessary for completing the assign-
ment (vocabulary, as in listing; form definition, such as
letter writing; mechanical problems, such as punctuating
dialogues; usage).

Note: If you feel you have too many skills to present--look
again at the assignment. Plan ahead so that specific
skills can be taught in connection with writing. Students
remembet best what they need to use.

B. CoMPOSING

fhe teacher actively participates in this vital stage, assisting

students as they organize and write their rough draft. .

I. Role Help the students start.

Strategies

*-Set aside a'mandatory quiet thinking time (5-10 min.) after
the pre-writing. This is a time when students can sort out all
the stimulation from the pre-writing phase and focus on what is
useful for them.

*-Circulate among students as they begin their initial attempts.
Act as the "primer for the pump." Ask leading questions; don't
worry about mechanics, yet. Provide a positive environment for
writing.

\

2. Role Encourage students to think and write thoughts.

Strategies

-Emnhasize that a rough draft is for ideas.

-Be careful not to interrupt the flow of ideas.

3. Role Serve as a reference person,

Strategies I

-Provide answers to questions about the assignment and/or subject

matter.

7
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- Supply vocabulary.

aSpell words. (Write them on the board or slips of paper; have

students ask a friend; have students spell phonetically; ask
students to write the initial letter and leave a blank).

-Provide reference materials in the room (dictionaries, thesaurus,

technical manuals, word lists),

4. Role Be a trouble-shooter.

Strategies

- Editorializing on-the-spot. (Scan the paper, for problems in

organization, content, form.)

-Clarify the assigament if the student is not on the,right track.

-Offer suggestions on word choice, effectiveness, clarity, etc.

Help the student focus on audience. Is f/he saying what s/he

means to say?

-Be helpful, not intrusive.

Note: When the teacher is active and accessible during the

composing process, these editorial comments will be brief.

If an individual is having extreme difficulty, the teacher

can arrange a separate conference time. N

C. EDITUIC (RewritingPolishing)

By engaging students in this process, teachers will minimize

the.amount of correcting they need to do. Teachers will gradually be

, able to remove themselves from the editing process after teaching the

students to proofread others' work.

Lc Role Teach students proofreading techniques:

Strate4ies,

-Preview the evaluation form provided during the pre-writing

phase. The evaluation sheet may address content and/or Mechanics.

-Teach proofreading techniques for development of ideas and

organization. (Are directions chronological? Does the list

have priorities? Does the lab report record sequence of events?

Do analytical essays have supporting material for general tliesis?),

SPG examples in Appendix.'

- Teach proofreading c'echniques for mechanical usage problems .

(punctuation, capitalization, spelling, appropriate vocabulary,

clear sentences). See ext.mples In Appendix.

13



Note:, Fnglish teachers may want to provide/a more detailed
checklist of mechanics, usage, and syntax. If a specific
grarmatical or mechanical skill has been taught with this
writing unit, the proofreading techniques especially may
dI with this skill.

-Proofread writing samples from teachers, students and other
sources as a group. (Put them on a ditto, ovelhead, or blackboard.)

2. Role Give students the responsibility for editing their awn work.

Strategies

- Allow t:Ime in class for peer editing during which students give ,

verbal and/or written comments, based on the evaluation form.

-Structure peer editing groups according to needs (random distri-
bution of papers, student choice of peer editors, small group--
3 or 4editing, whole class editing several examples).

Note: Teachers may want to group for certain skill needs, e.g.,
a studeat who doesn't punctuate will read a student's paper
who does and vice versa.

- Give the writer and Rvaluator time to discuss the written
evaluations.

Note: Expect the student evaluators at first to be either too
easy or too hard on their peers. They may'be too general
in their comments (This is stupid. What a dumb paper!).
The teacher must show the student how to make specific,
helpful comments. Give examples.

3. Role Direct students to make appropriate changes in rough draft,
taking evaluation into consideration. Encourage students
to become flexible and objective about changing and imProv-
ing their work.

Strategies

-Give due date for final polished copy.

- Provide ample time for preparation of final copy, either by

providing eine-a time or allowing for completion at home.

'late: It is best to allow at least one day between composing and
editing, if possible. This permits a "fresher" rereading
of the paper.

D. FOLLOW UP

The teacher's role in follow-up can vary from grading and

commenting on papers to presenting students' work to its intended audience.

9



1. Role Evaluate or give grades. (Note: The job of correctin&

has been significantly lessened.)

Strategies

-Preview original expectations before evaluating. Hake sure the

evaluation is based on the stated exzectations, as shared with

students during the prewriting process.

2. Role Plan for future instruction on the basis of observations

made during evaluation.

3. Role Be sure that the assignment is presented to its intended

audience in its finished form.

Strategies

-Post papers in class or on bulletin boards,

-Have classroom publications (newsletters, manuals, recipe books,

story books, poems).

-Publish in school publications (newspaper, yearbook).

-Publish in community newspapers.

-Give writing as gifts to parents, relatives,

-Enter writing contests (local, state, national).

Note: Finishing touches, such as illustrations, typing the text,

and laminating make the product special.

1 0



IV. Conclusions

This guide promotes the teacher as an active participant in the

writing process. In the Pre-Writing phase, (the teacher functions as a

stimulator or stage-setter. Assignments focus on five pointts: subject,

purpose,speaker, audience and form.

In the CommiLaa phase, the role is that of "pump primer"--getting

the students writing and carefully maintaining the flow of ideas. Here

the focus is on getting thoughts from,the head through the arm on to

the paper.

In the Editing phase, the teacher becomes less visie as the

students assume more responsibility for correcting ..!.e rough draft.

This is the time for the students to check usage, grammer, mechanics,

organization, etc. The "craft" of writing takes precedence over ideas.

For the last section, the title, Follow-Up, was carefully chosen

to give alternatives to grading a paper. There are times when teachers

want to do other things with writing assignments than just grading and

watching the assignkent end up in the waste basket.

By following the principles in this guide, the teacher assumes

an active role as opposed to the more traditional passive one.

The following list documents the impact of what occurs when the

teacher becomes an active participant in the writing process:

11
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When writing is assigned

I. The teacher asks the student
to write on one topic from a

list.

2. The topic is general and

unstructured.

When writing is taught

1. The teacher encourages the
student to write precisely
and effectively.

2 The topic is specific and

structured.

3. There is no specific audience. 3.

4. The topic allows for general

thinking.

5. The purpose is vague.

6. The student writes for a

grade.

There is a clear audience.

4. The topic forces-precise thought,
and supporting details.

5. The purpose is specific.

6. The student writes to improve
ability to express precisely.

7. The student is asked to write 7.

spontaneously.

8. Time and/or work limit is .

imposed.

The student is encouraged to
think about the topic.

8. The student evaluates purpose,
then perceives the amount of

work needed to fulfill it.

9. A first draft is required for 9.

a grade.

10. There are negative comments. 10.

11. Corrections are usually for 11.

mechanical errors.

12. All errors are corrected by 12.

the teacher.

13. 'Teacher's time is spent

corrocting papers.

Student is encouraged to review
and rewrite the first draft.

Comments Are positive and

constructive.

Recommendations include sugges-
tions for improvement in style,

format, and organization of
thouRhts.

Only specific errors are correc-

ted by the teacher.

13. Teacher's time is spent in

class, teaching.

14. Student is unsure of how 14. Student eArns and understands the

grade evolved. grade.

15. Student is unaware of signif- 15. Student sees changes.

cant changes.

16. Student and teacher are bored 16. Student and teacher are excited

by the student's writirg. by student's writing.'

1 Cecelia Kingston. Competency Testing and Beyond. (Conference

presentation), May, 1979.
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V. Writing Ideas foe Teachers of
Other Subjects

1. Stock the (lassroom with books related to your subject. These'

may include fiction,and nonfiction, autobiography and biography, inform-

ative books, "how to" or craft books, and, for older students,

professional contributions to your field. For students in elementary

and junior high years, an invaluable guide to resources is May Hill

Arbuthnot's Children and Books (1972), a detailed discussion of books

for young people, including resources in historical fiction, biography,

the biological sciences, the physical sciences, the social sciences,

and religion and the arts. Three annotated bibliographies by the

National Coqncil of Teachers of English can also provide guidance to

a subject teacher looking for books: Adventure with Books (Patricia

Cianciolo, Editorial Chair, 1977) is a K-8 list; Your Reading. (Jerry L.

Walker, Editorial Chairman, 1975) covers the junior high years; and

Books for You (Kenneth Donelson, Editorial Chairman, 1976) presents

materials for the senior high years. NCTE also publishes Book and

Non-Book Me'dia by Flossie L. Perkins (1972), a "bibliography of

bibliographies, which guides teachers to specialized booklists.

However, subject teachers should seldom have to "go it alone"

and should have the assistance of both the school librarian and members

of the English and language arts faculty. In making subject-matter

books available to the students, the teacher will go a long way--

fairly effortlessly--toward teaching reading in his or her content area.

2. Jacluk.a_pularmaazirlourclassroom. Bring in copies of

13



trade magazines that touch on your field: Road and Track, Scientific

American, or The American Historian. Betfer still, get the principal

or librarian,to sponsor subscriptions so that the fresh copies go

directly to your class. Start a bin file of newspaper and magazine

clippiggs of articles that relate to your field. Use these for

assigned or free reading, or simply for browsing.

3. Teach the writing and readit4 skills required for your class. This

does'not mean that the subject teacher must begin teaching phonics or

vocabulary or paragraphs. Rather, teach literacy through the subject

itself, through example rather than rule. Preread difficult selection"S

with your students, helping them see the overall pattern of the text

information beforc they plunge in. Help them see how the results

printed on the page grow from actual research or other kinds of studies.

Explain the specialized conventions of writing in your field (e.g.,

codes, symbols, special research forms) and show how they arc necessary

.to clear comyunications. If you have particular demands for the form

of written work, describe and help the students master them. Teaching

writing and reading in the subject area is, in large measure, a matter

of demonstrating that you arc concerned about the use of language and

offering students assistance when they need it.

4. Offer many alternatives in written assignments. Get help from

English teachers so that you can offer students creative as well as

expository writing assignments and can draw on media forms as well as

print. Why not let students demonstrate competence through a slide-

tape or other audio-visual piesentation? Is it poasible for them to

show what they know through a short story or play rather than a piece

of explanatory prone? Most subject teachers who have tried offering

14
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alternatives feel that unlarging die range of discourse considerably

enriches students' understanding of the subject itself.

5. Include'" ur ose" and "audience" in written assi nments.

This is a simple trick, but one that will immeasurably increase the

,quality of your students' writing. Instead of simply asking for

explanations to reveal mastery, have students write to somebody (to

each other, to a person unfamiliar with the subject, to the president

of a manufacturing company) fox a purpose (to persuade somebody, to

teach somebody something new, to explain a bright idea to someone in

powet). WL,never possible, make these real audiences--that is, have

the students actually write for someone otner than you.

6. Introduce journal writing in your class. The journal can be used

in almost all subject areas as a place where an individual can write

down, not just observations, but responses to what he or she is

experiencing. In lieu of subject notebooks--often little more than

routine gleanings from textbooks and lectures--have students write

about their reactions and responses: to class discussions, to

experiments, to people in the subject area. Most English teachers who

use journals do not grade them, but rather, simply read the material

from time to time to study responses and send reactions back to students.

See somebody in the English department about this technique.

7. Present writing in your area as an example of personal narrative.

Most scientists, historians, critics, philosophers, craftsmen have a

story to tell. Whether they cast their writing in first person

pronouns or present it as an objective essay, their writing tells a

story. Perceiving subject writing in this way--even the writing of

formal articles--helps students see the man-or woman behind the printed

page.

15
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8. Encourgge interviews as a way of learning. Children can successfully

interview each other and adults from the early school years on. Inter-

viewing develops oral language skills, "thinking" attd synthesizing

skills, the ability to transcribe and write, and finally, the editing

process.-

9. Use oral English as a mode of learnir.g and sharing. Set up panels,

group discussiOns, reports, debates, and even oral examination in your

class. Stay away from traditional, formal speech situations such as

the "five-minute report" or the "pop oral quiz." As with the teaching

of writing, you need not be an expert in speech to draw on oral English

successfully. Concentrate on helping students know their subject and

find occasions to speak, with purpose, to an audience that cares to

listen.

10. Respond to student writing as a subject-matter reader, not a theme

grader. That is, when student writing comes in, don't perceive your-

self in the role of freshman comp grader and start red penciling every

error yot see. First read the piece as you would any piece of writing

in your field and respond to the student in terms of content. If you

like the way the material is presented, say so. If the facts are wrong,

point that out. At least initially, react to grammatical and spelling

problems only as they F,enulnely interfere with your reading of the

paper. lf, as you receive more writing from students, you want to go

into more detailed compentary about structure and style, there's no

question English teachers will welcome your efforts. But you need not

be a theme grader or editor to respond helpfully to the writing you

receive.

2
16



11. Find publishing forms for student writing in your subject.

Collect the better papers of the term and have them duPlicated in a

booklet. Display student work on bulletin boards in your class or the

hallways. Have students sehd good writing to the school paper for-

possible publication or have them write up..intereting Class projects

for possible use as a feature in the school paper. Let students

collaborate on a book about your subject. Search out talent fairs

where students can display and write up their project work.

12. Have yout class create a guide to writing in your field.

As students learn more and more about reading and writing in your

area, they will be able to share some of their learning with future

students. Have them put down what they know about how to write a good

paper in your class--including matters of form as well as style and

content--and duplicate it as a guide for next year's students. Then

have next yec.r's students prepare the revised second edition for their

Successor.

13. Explore the literary forms connected with your subject. While the

bulk of subject-matter reading and writing will be directly connected

with informational prose, students can gain new insights into the sub-

j,ct by reading literary materials as well. Most subjects have short

stories and novels that have been written about them. Science, for

example, has science fiction and novels ef scientific criminology.

History has the historical novel. Social science can draw on numerous

plays, short stories, and dramas. WW1 the help of the librarian or

the Eaglish department, stock a related.reading or extra-credit read-

ing bookshelf in your classroom.

14. Brin in literar works written b subject-matter eo le
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Loren Eiseley, an anthropologist, has also written powerful poetry;

Isaac Asimov has written fiction as well as informative books in

science; John Kennedy wrote biography; Winston Churchill wrote history.

Place these kinds of books on the extra-credit reading shelf.

15. Bring in biographies and autobiographies of major figures and

personalities in your field.

16. Study the origins of specialized vocabularyin your area.

Why is "mitre" a term for a 'woodworker's joint? Where did the term

"carapace" come from? Why are those purple spiny sea creatures called

"urchins?" In addition to unusual expressions, you can examine the

jargon and argot ("secret" languages) of your,profession along

with the origin of terms.

17. Compare the language used in popular and technical articles in your

field. Show students a professional article, a magazine or newspaper

article, and a textbook discussion on a single topic and ask the students

to compare the forms of language. How do ianguage and content differ

as writing is more or less specialized, more or less formal?

18. Hive students translate technical reports or textbook studies into

"dry" lamaxe. Also invite students to put their own knowledge of

the subject into language that can be read by a younger brother or

sister or a group of younger children.

19. Team-teach a course with an English teacher.1

1Judy, Stephen. "Writing Ideas for Teachers of Other Subjects."

The ABC's of Literacy. Oxford University Press, 1980.
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VI. Sample Lessons

A. Elementary

1. Subject: Mathematics

Grade Level: Third

PRE-WRITING

Introduce the assignment, including all five elemen03.

(Speaker) Third graders

(Form)

(Purpose)

(Audience)

(Subject)

Write four story problems each;
using addition and subtraction,
one or two digits, no regrouping.

The finished problems will be
put into books.

The books will be given to a
second grade class.

Students can choose the subject(s)
for each of their problems.

Brainstorm "-lue words" which will indicate either addition
or subtraction.

Addition clue words Subtraction clue words

all together how many left
in all how many more
total how many less
add took away
put together left over

The lists should be saved so that students can refer to
them later.

Brainstorm subjects ("What can I write about in my problem?")

Food--pizza, hot dogs, milk, pie, apples, oranges, etc.

Animals--horses, cows, dogs, cats, tigers, lizards, snakes, etc.

19
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School itemspencils, erasers, books, desks, windows, etc.

Things in a drug store--aspirin, bandaids, magazines, candy,

etc.

Continue with as many topics as time allows.

When brainatorming, accept all ideas and encourage creativity

Provide models

a. Have examples from math texts available.

b. Divide the class into small groups. Give each group a number

sentence and have them create a problem to share with the class.

Discuss examples as a group. Post the examples for future

reference.

Provide evaluation criteria

When the students are finished, they should ask themselves the

following:

Is the math correct?

Can a second grader read this?

Did I use good clue words?

Did I use different subjects in each problem?

COMPOSING

Circulate among students

a. Provide assistance for students who have difficulty thinking

of a subject by referring them to the lists.

b. Check for mathematical accuracy,'appropriate use of terms,
and consistency of subject matter within a problem.

c. Encourage students to think of their own number sentences,

but provide quick suggestions,if necessary, since the
assignment emphasizes writing, not. equations.

When students are done, collect their problems: This would be a

logical time to take a break and go on to another activity.

EDITING (Do this later in the day or the next day, perhaps during

the Language Arts period.)

Give students responsibility for editing their own work.

a. Divide the class into small groups of three or four students.
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b. Provide copies of the evaluation cfiteria.

c. Students exchange papers within their group and give verbal
_feedback-on-the-problems-.--

Direct students to make appropriate changes, taking peer evaluation
into consideration.

This could be done imTediately after peer editing or during
some independent worl< time.

FOLLOW-UP

a. 'Copy pcoblems onto a ditto master. (A primary typewriter
woutd be useful.)

b. Pass around a -ditto for students to sign.

r. Run off enough copies of the problems and the author page
for the seond grade students.

d. Staple covers to each booklet and present them to the
second grade teacher.

2. Subject: Children's Literature

Grade Level: First

PRE-WRITING

Stir up interest by sharing experience via clasg discussion on
loose teeth. Discuss how it feels to have a loose tooth and how
it affects what a person can eat. This is a common experience for
first graders.

Provide further motivations and a model by reading "Little Rabbit's
Loose Tooth," by Lucy Bate.

Present the assignm,nt; Each student will write a weekly,menu for the
cooks in the cafeteria. The menu items will take into consideration
the problems of children with loose teeth.

Use the board or individual worksheets to set up the story book model
for students to follow. (The degree of modeling will depend on student
,abilities.)

"On (day) I chewed with my loose tooth and

with my other teeth."

Determine whether students have the necessary skills for this assign-
ment by reviewlng with them,the days of the week. Perhaps have them
written on a chart.
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S,timulate thought by brainstorming and making lists on the board of

hard or crunchy foods to chew and soft or mushy foods to chew.

This will also serve to develop *vocabulary, classification skills,
and the concepts of hard and soft, Depending on how involved a

lesson is desired, the elements of healthy versus junk foods could

' also be brainitormed, since the story includes that issue.

COMPOSING

While students are working on
.

their sentences, the teacher circu-

lates among them to see that the pattern is being correctly
developed and to show students where the words they want are
located on the brainstormed list. New ideas can be added and

spellggs provided.

EDITING SKILLS

As students write their sentences, the teacher recognizes and praises
those students who remember to start sentences with capital letters
and end withlperiods, as well as any other ksills that have been
proviously taught. Jhis prompts others to proof their sentences.

Upon completion, siudents could take turns reading their sentences
to a imrtner in order to spotlight missing words or other mistakes.
Encourage students to correct their mistakes.

FOLLOW-UP ,

Collect the papers and present them to the cooks to hang in the

' kitchen or an appropriate place.

22
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B. Middle r.chool

1. Fdbject: Home Economics

Grade Level: Seventh

PREWRITING

a. Hand out a printed copy of the written part of the

assignment.

Assignment: Your group is to write a one paragraph
report informing the other groups in the class how ypur

cookies CurAgd out. You must state: (1) what kind of

cookies your group made; (2) if your group made them from
scratch or used a mix (tell which mix); (3) and give two
reasons why they turned out well or why they turned out

badly.

bo Demonstrate/explain making of cookies.

. Have student groups prepare cookies.

d. Tell students how to take notes for writing report.

e. Show examples of a well written report.

f. Handout evaluation sheet consisting of one sheet with

two main sections.

A. Content

1. Did the group follow the written directions?

2. Did they write complete sentences?

3. Is the report easy to understand?

B. Mechanics

1. Circle the first word of each sentence that
does not begin with a capital letter.

2. Underline the last word in the sentence if end
punctuation(period, question mark, exclamation

point) is not used.

3. put a star above each misspelled word.

COMPOSING

a. Give the group class time to write a rough draft.

b. Circulate, giving hints when necessary.
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EDITING

a. Exchange report with another group.

b. Make sure students use the evaluation sheets.

FOLLOW-UP

a. Grade the reports.

b. Use them to show students why they were successful or
not successful by putting them on an overhead for the
class to analyze.

c. Post reports so that all the students can read the results.

2. Subjeet: English, Social Studies, Health

Grade Level: Eighth

This unit could take from one.to four weeks, depending on
which activities teachers choose to use with their classes:

PRE-WRITING

a. Teacher establishes the assignment by having each student
select a career or job field to tesearch for a brief paper.

(subject) = a career or job field

(speaker) . the student

(form) a research paper

(purpose) . to inform others about the training and

requirements, opportunities, duties, hours,
pay, benefits, satisfactions, and future
outlook of a certain career.

(audience) . other students, teachers, and counselors

b. The teacher could use the following possible pre-writing
activities

-Lead a class discussion on the definition of the word "work."
Include such questions as, "Why work at all? How does
someone who doesn't 'wq,rk' spend their time? If you didn't
have to work for money, what would you do instead? Is that
work?"

-Have class read and discuss selections from Studs Terkel's
Working.

-Show and discusit filmstrips about various careers.
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- Give class "Interest inventory" (adapted from and
available through the Vocational Advisory Service in
New York, N.Y.)

- Have students examine and complete actual application
forms from various occupations.

-Ask school counselors to visit the class to.diacuss
Issues involved in selecting a ,career. They could use
Interest;Surveys and activities with the daBs to
familiarize students with job skills and occupational
groupings.

- Introduce time-lines to the class and have students plot
. out their probable life-line.- Students should include

things like the ages at wIlich they started school, will
finish high school, will finish further education, will
get married, will have first child, will see their
chijdren leave home, will,retire, etc. They could=
color code these time-lines or break them into four
separate life-lines for the Categories of life, school,
work, and marriage and family. By comparing these
categories, students should realize that they %all spend
up to five times as many years at, work than they will in

school.

- Div.ide students into groups of four for strength bombard-

ments. One person at a time in each group remains silent
for five to ten minutes while all the others in the group
tell them about their strengths. (These Can be only

positive comments.) The person to the left of the one
being bombarded should list the strengths and give them
to the bombarded student to keep and consider.

- Present students with a packet outlining requirements
for the researolt paper. This packet should inc)ude a
timetable, directions for researching, and how to use
bibliography cards, outlining, footnoting, and evaluation
criteria.

-Present models of research papers from other students who
have done this activity in the past.

COMPOSING

a. The teacher helps the students make career Choices and acts
as a resource perscn. Following are some twssible activities.

-Bring a box of S.R.A. Occupational Briefs into the class-
room. These outlines in pamphlet form cover 300 careers
that students may use as possible choices. Show students
how to use the guide to find information about a career
of their choice.
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-Contact people actually engaged in various occupations
and encourage students to interview these people. If

possible, arrange for a "Career Day" where students may
miss some school to spend time on the job with a person
in the career of their choice.

- Assist students with the procedures of researching: note-
taking,-outlining and making a bibliography. Create

work sheets on these procedures when necessary.

EDITING--RE-WRITING

a.' The teacher shifts more responsiblity to the students.

- Give students a proofreading check list and a model

exercise. Go over the exetcise aloud with the class
after they have had time to proofread it. Discuss
their changes.

-Divide students into groups of three to read each other's
papers and to use a checklist to proofread them. Be sure
to give students enough time to discuss papers adequately
and to make additional comments and suggestions for
improvement.

-Have students take their papers to an experienced writer
who will read their research and fill out the "Proof-
reader's Checklist" (see appendix). This older persen
could be a teacher in the resource center, a parent, or an
older sibling. Have the "checklist" turned in with the
final copy.

-Give students a "Putting,It All Together" check list to
use before they hand in their final copy. (See appendix.)

FOLLOW-UP

The teacher shows students the results of their efforts.

-Return papers witiqicomments and evaluation sheets which

specify points earned. (This evaluation sheet Should be

the same as the one given to studefits when they received
the assignment.)

- Ditto and compile all papers for use as a "Career Hand-
book from the Class of---." This,guide could be placed
in the I.M.C. or Counselors' Office.

-Break students into groups of four or five and have them
play the role of counselors in an employment agency. They
must summarize their papers for a weekly report of "new
job opportunities" for a review board. Next they present
their summaries as a panel, orally, to the class, who plays
the role of the review board.
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EVALUATION OF RESEARCH PAPER ON CAREERS

PART I: Informatlion (Possible 30)

Has used a variety of sources (5)---
Has presented information in his/her awn words (5)

---- Has covered the topic as completely as possible (5)

Ens accurate information (5)----
Has related the information to him/herself (10)

Comments:

PART II: Use of English skills (possible 30)

Spelling (3)
Punctuation (3)
Grammar and usage (3)
Capitals (3)

---- Complete sentences (3)
Sentence variety (3)

Clear pronouns (3)
Topic aentences (3)---_
Transitions (3)----
Clarity (3)

Comments:

PART III: Following directions (possible 30)

-
Title Page (5)
Outline (5)
Introduction (5)
Footnote(s) (5)*

Summary (5)

Bibliography (5)
Comments:

PART IV: Neatness and appearance (possible 10)

27
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(-5 points for each (lay late)
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C. High School

1. Subject: English, Social Studies, Research Project

Grade Level: Sophomore

PREWRITING ,

a. Use aUdiovisual material (film, filmstrip, video or audio
tape, pictures, etc.) to stimulate initial ipterest.

b. Generate queations about the topics suggested for projects.

c. Suggest forms (letters, report to the Nobel Committee,
instructions, etc.).

d. Give a choice of audiences (historical figures, principal,
etc.). (See chart in prewriting.)

e. Supply models of past projects, (Excellent and poor)

f. Use group discussions to iurther explore topic and to
narrow ideas.

g. Have students select a topic of interest and a format to
use.

h. Give a 5-10 minute quiet time, during which students think
and write at least ten ideas about their topic.

Return to groups for peer evaluation of final topic and
ideas,

J. Present evaluative material to be used for project.
(See appendix.)

k. Teach skills needed for project.

1) Relevant vocabulary
2) Iossible grammatical structures (eg., punctuation of

scientific words )
3) Notetaking techniques and incorporation into paper

(See appendix.)

1. Allow research time.

COMPOSING

a. As students organize materials, hold individual conferences
to check for flow of ideas. Additional conferences may be
required for some students.

b. When ideas seem organized, let students begin thelr first
drafts.
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c. Have reference materials (dictionary, thesaurus, tech-

nical manuals, etc.) available.

d. Function as a resource for subject matter and writing

of prOject. Be active! This is not the time for sitting

at the desk and correcting other papersL

e. Encourage with positivecomments and refine with construc-

tive criticism.

EDITING

a. Group students for peer editing.

b. Be sure each student has an evaluation sheet to edit papers.

c. Actively participate with the groups, adding comments only

when needed.

d. Check contents and grammar on each project;

e. Repeat steps 1-5 (optional).

FOLLOW-UP

a. Teacher evaluates according to pre-set criteria.

b. Teacher presents all projects to the class via bulletin

boards, student presentations, etc.

c. Teacher and students may discuss evaluation on an individual

basis.

d. Teacher may present his/her own project, if done.

2. Subject: Science (Lab Report)

Grade Level: Freshman

This is one way to teach how to do lab reports in science

classes. The most important considerations arc that the

report form is actually taught, criteria for evaluation
arc specified, and students receive peer feedback.

PRE-WRITING

a. Assign reading and note taking of texts, articles, etc.

b. Introduce the lib. Let students brainstorm what they already

know about it.

c. Have students list questions to be answered by lab work.

d. Teach the lab report form.

2!"
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e. Provide specific evaluative criteria and hand out
peer editing sheet.

f. Explain observation techniques and provide a short
exercise in observation and notetaking.

g. Discuss observation and the need for accbraCy in
taking notes.

h. Present models of past lab reports.

COMPOSING

a. Have students perform th experiment and take notes.

b. Provide time for lab write-up and be available to answer
questions.

c.--Wrire lab report-ns an example for students.

d. Let students write alone r with partners.

EDITING

a. Have students exchange papers and proofread for things
listed oi the evaluative sheet passed out during pre-
writing. (This sheet might include mechanics and sentence
structure as well as content evaluation.)

b. Circulate to answer questions.

c. Conference with groups or individuals if serious problems
.are evident.

FOLLOW-UP

a. Share own lab report with class.

b. Evaluate lab reports, checking accuracy of peer editing.

c. Invite an English teacher to the class to deal with
recurring writing problems.

d. Post or ditto best lab reports to share with class for
morale and review.



VII. Appendices

A. DATA CHART

Tired of getting word-for-word encyclopedia reports? Here is a

simple way to combat the problem. Each column head could represent

a paragraph idea. The summary helps to synthesize the best of all

sources. 1

SCURC: PARAGRAPH IIYEAS

What is an
igloo?

How is an
igloo

furnished?

Seasons of the Eskimo
.

Bremer, Fred
,

"igloo"
World Book Encyclopedia

An Eskimo Family
Silver-Burdette Co.

SUMMARY

..

1Cary R. McLen7le, "Datu Charts: A Crutch for Helping Pupils

Organize Reports," Lautulge Arts (October 1979), PP. 788-94.
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B. EVALUATION GUIDE,SHEETS

1. Guidelines for Peer Editing Grnopq

The following questions can be used by teachers to orgariize
and evaluate the success of peer editing, groups.

1. Are students responding to and revising each
other's writing ideas, collaborating rather
than competing?

2. Does the cross-commentary make students aware
of their reader's vantage point and of alter-
native ways of expressing their material?

3. Do students sometimes compose together as well
as critique each other's work?

4. Is the quality of student comments and
suggestions improving?

5. Do students help each other make the content
of their compositions more interesting and
.the structure more comprehensible?

6. Do students help each other catch faulty

sentence structure and punctuation, but with-
out concentrating solely on mechanics?

7. Do students make suggestions to help overcome
sentence monotony, -confusion of tenses,

unnecessary repetition, obscure phrasing?

8. Can sone students suggest sentence expansion,
joining or disjoining sentences, using sub-
ordinate clauses; rewording phrases?

9. Do workshop discussions center on issues
pertinent to the form of discourse as well
as on issues common to all writinel

'Bess Osburn and Jeanne Shane, "Evaluation Guide," Interaction,
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1974, p. 11-12.

Reprinted in Student-Centered Language Arts and Reading, K-12:
A Handbook for Teachers. by James Moffett and Betty Jane Wagner,
Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1976, p. 420-421.
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2. Six Criteria for Evaluating Papers

I. Content

A. Is the paper interesting?

B. Arc the ideas relatively fresh and original?

C. Do the observations suggest c.itical perceptions and

insight?

D. Are the conclusions developed from an objective, logical,

comprehensive examination of the subject?

E. Does the paper go beyond trite comments and obvious

statements?

II. Point-of-view

1C

A. Is it written from a consistent viewpoint?,

B. Is the tone appropriate to the audience, subject, and

purpose,

III. A. Is the paper about the assigned subject?

B. Does it have a clear plan?

C. Is it developed logically?

D. Is the subject adequately limited?

E. Is the paper unified around a central thesis?

F. Are the introduction and conclusion effective?

G. Arc the paragraphs organized?

1. Do they contain topic sentences?

2. Is all the material in each paragraph relevent to

the topic sentence?

3. Are the sentences arranged in logical order?

4. Is continuity achieved with transitional devices?

IV. Style

A. Have unnecessary words been eliminated?

B. Are the sentences effective?
1. Arc the-sentences varied in length and tyliq?

2. Arc short, simple sentences used appropriately?

3. Issthe passive voice used only where it is effec-

tive?

4. Is subordination used to signal intended relation-

ship?

5. Is piirallelism used where possible?

C. Is the voice natural?

V. Mechanical

A. Is the paper completely free of gross spelling errors

and generally free of others?

B. Is helpful punctuation included?

C. Does the writer know when to capitalize and when not to?

D. Does the writer handle titles, syllabification, and

abbreviations acceptably?

E. Is the paper free of major sentence faults? (Fragments,

run-ons)
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F. Does the writer follow acceptable usage standards in
matters of agreement? (subject-verb, pronoun-antecedent)

C. Is the paper free of dangling modifiers?

VI. Degree of Difficulty'

'Lester Fisher, University of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire.
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'
3. Proofreading Checklist (ElsmeatarY)

I put my name on the paper.

1

I circled words I'm not sure of.

I used a capital on the first letter of each ientence.

I put a period, a question mark, or an exclamation

mark st the end of eaCh sentence.

1havehad --af-r-lend-read--mywork to-me to see

if it made sense.

My story tells what I want it to tell.

Each sentence makes sense all by itself.

I wrote a title for my story. I put a capital

on the important words in my title.

35
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4. Researcht-Paper Proofreader's Chealist

Please read the rough draft and check i. Name of Writer
for each of the following items.

Name of Proofreader

Content:

Are all the important questions about thistopic answered clearly?

Is the topic explained in enough detail?

Had the student used HIS/HER own words?

Is the paper interesting to read?

Opening Paragraph:

Does it arouse.interest?

Does'it'state what the paper will do? Does it give some
F

indication of how the paper will develop the main idea?

Organitation:

Is there'one central idea toothe paper?

Does each paragraph relate to that central idea?

Do paragraphs 'relate to the ones before them?

Transitions:

Do the sentences in each paragraph flow together?

Does each paragraph flat, smoothly from the previous one?

Do paragraphs lead into the following.ones?

Conclusion:

Is there a final,paragraph summarizing the writer's reaction,

opinion, feelings about the topic expiainqd?

Is there an effective final sentence?

ce
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Mechanics: Please correct in rough draft.

Spelling

Capitalizatioli

Sentences: Check for tragments and runons.

Correct paragraphing: Are there unnecessary new

paragraphs?

Punctuation: comma use

Apostrophe use

Style:

Are the sentences varied in length anktype?

Are some Words overused, repeated too often?

Is there a lot of "fuzz," or "padding?"

Add comments on the other side of this page.
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5. PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHERFinal Check List

FIRST...Have a title page.

SECOND..Include your final outline.

THIRD...Make sure your introductory paragraph is interesting
and informative.

FOURTH..Put the body of your paper together smoothly.

FIFTH...Draw conclusions and summarize with your final paragraph.

LAST....Include your final bibliography.

FINAL CHECK LIST: Check your paper for the items below. After
you have checked each item, put an X on the
blank.

I. Did you write in your own words, except when it was
necessary to quote directly? Are direct quotes in
quotation marks? Are direct quotes footnoted correctly?

2. Did you write in ink or type your paper? If typed, did
you double space? Did you write on one side of the paper
only? Cid you leave a margin of one inch on all sides of
the paper?

3. Does the title page,have your name, the title of your
report, and the date?

4. Does your outline follow one of the suggested forms? Are
main topics directly under each other, subtopics under
each other, etc.

5. Is your bibliography alphabetically arranged and numbered?
Are punctuation marks used correctly? Is there a period
at the end of each entry?

6. Did you check your paper for:
Corrdct spelling?

Correct punctuation, espescially commas?
Correct grammai and usage?
Agreement of subject and verb?
Correct capitalization?
Correct sentences?

Clear pronouns--no "theys" without references, no
impersonal "Yous" unless you are talking directly
to the reader?

Logical arrangement of topics?
Trana,itious to tie the paper together?
Clear hinguage?
Elimination of "fuzz" and overused words?
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High School Student Evaluation Sheet

Step 1:

Read the entire paper, then answer the following questions.

a. Is it interesting?

b. Does it make sense?

c. Do the ideas follow logically, or did you have to back-track

to understand something?
d. Does the paper teach you something?

Stop 2:

Re-read the paper looking for the following items.

a. Is each statement a complete sentence?

b. Arc there any awkward or run-on sentences?

c. Does the first paragraph get your attention and introduce
the purpose of, the paper?

d. Does each paragraph have a topic sentence?

e. Do paragraphs have only one main idea?

f. Does the last paragraph summarize the paper and leave you

with an emotion other than boredom?

Step 3:

Read the paper once more and check for the following items.

a. Arc all the words spelled correctly?
b. Is all punctuation used correctly?
c. Is each paragraph clearly indented?1

1Larry Ehrhorn, Wisconsin Heights High School, Mazamanic, Wisconsin.

\N.
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7. Writing Evaluation (Lafollette High School, English Department, Madison, Wisconsin.)

English Paper No. Name

I. Organization Needs improvement Excellent

1.1 Does the tbesis set up a clear focus for the paper? [ * 1

1.2 Is each topic sentence clearly stated snd limited? [ t ]

1.3 Does the introduction lead smoothly into the body? [ t ]

1,4 Does the conclusion reinforce the points made? [ t 1

II. Development

Is the paper supported with specific details? ( * 1

III. Coherence

i, 3.1 Are details within the paragraph connect by transitions?[
o

3.2 Are paragraphs connected by transitions?

3., Does the paper follow an orderly and evident plan?

[

[.

* ]

* 1

t ]

IV. Style

4.1 Are the ideas stated in clear, concise sentences? ( * ]

4.2 Is sentence variety evident?
[ * ]

4.3 Is the word choice precise? [ t ]

V. Fundamentals

Do errors occur in the following:
,

sentence construction Outstanding
fragment?

runon?

spelling?

punctuation?

agreement?

tense consistency?



8. Correction Symbols

punctuation

sp revise misspelled word

wc word choice (colloquial, overused, etc.)

wo write out (abbreviation, number, etc.)

cap capitalize word(s)

nocaplower case word(s)

A omitted word(s)

change tense of verb

ref, pronoun reference unclear

vsag,r improve ver-subject agreement

proagrimprove pronoun-antecedent agreement

ss improve sentence structure

frag revise sentence fragment

,awk rewrite awkward sentence

ro 'run-on sentence

'wd wordy'

rep repetitious

new paragraph needed

noci no new paragraph needed

ne not clear

trans faulty (or nonexistent) transitions from.paragraph to
paragraph or within the paragraph

pos apostrophe for possession
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